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The two principal modes of the vacuum arc are the multi-cathode spot and the anode
spot vacuum arc discharges. In both cases the current is conducted in plasma that is
generated on relatively small areas on the relevant electrode surface. The hot anode
vacuum arc (HAVA) is another mode of the vacuum arc in which the plasma is pro-
duced by material evaporation over the whole surface of a high temperature anode
heated by the arc itself. In the present work, a model of a new type of the HAVA,
recently discovered in the Electrical Discharges and Plasma Laboratory of TAU, is
considered. In this mode of the HAVA the anode is made of a thermally isolated
refractory material (graphite), whereas the water cooled cathode is fabricated from
a more volatile material (copper). The discharge starts in the multi-cathode spot
mode and after a transition period, during which the anode is heated by the arc,
re-evaporated cathode material is released from the hot anode surface and becomes
the main source of the arc plasma. At steady state, anode temperature exceeds a
certain critical value. No evaporation of anode refractory material occurs during arc
operation. This arc mode is labeled Hot Refractory Anode Vacuum Arc (HRAVA).
The theoretical description of the HRAVA is accomplished by a plasma model that
includes equations of mass, momentum, energy, and electrical current conservation,
and by an anode thermal model that describes the anode thermal balance. The
plasma model also considers radial expansion of the plasma from the interelectrode
region. A self-consistent solution of the plasma and anode models was obtained.
Plasma electron temperature, plasma density, plasma energy flux to the anode, and
anode temperature distribution were calculated for several arc currents in the range
175 — 500 A. In the steady-state arc operation, anode surface temperature was
calculated to be in the range 1800 — 2600 °K, electron temperature is about 1 eV,
effective anode voltage is about 6 V, and anode sheath potential drop is 2.2 to 3 V.
Calculated plasma and anode parameters agreed well with observed data.
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